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happy,

how does the understander

with the contradictory

One solution is to postpone
as possible

making inferences for as long

so that potential

any decisions

resolve that inference

third sentence?

are made.

conflicts

However,

less viable as texts increase in length.
to make inferences
initial inferences

are resolved

this solution
A better

as the opportunities

before

becomes
solution is

arise, then revise

if later text shows them to be incorrect.

This paper describes how one model of text understanding,
ATLAST,
simplifies the error recovery process by remembering the alternative inferences it could have made but did
not, and reconsidering those alternatives when subsequent
text suggests they might now be correct.

ntroduction

Most models of language understanding fail to address
the problem of recovery from erroneous inferences, but

As we read, we make unconscious decisions about the
meaning of ambiguous words, sentences, or passages based
on incomplete information. Often those decisions are wrong

there

and we must revise our understanding of the text. For example, consider the following simple story:

was able to supplant incorrect inferences by maintaining
a map of pointers to all inferences generated during the

have been

processing
Text

Wilma began to cry.

pendencies
between

Fred’s

about

TUS

this text requires that a causal relationship
proposal

One such possible

and Wilma’s

relationship

Fred’s proposal

and was crying

other equally likely inference
cause she was saddened

tears be inferred.

is that Wilma

was happy

“tears of joy.” An-

is that Wilma

was crying be-

of Text

that after processing

2, the text understander

in the

process

similar

stored rejected

to the retention

paper. FAUSTUS
jected

false assumptions.

represented

Norvig’s
inferences

process

FAUSusing a

discussed in this

inferences

as frames, and re-

frames were stored in a separate

data base in case

later text forced revision

of earlier decisions.

the first two sentences
has inferred

that Wilma

ability to revise its interpretation

resent knowledge.

ATLAST

of a text denetwork to rep-

uses marker-passing

to search

its relational network for paths that connect meanings of
open-class words from the input text. A single path is a
of
is

‘Experimental
evidence indicates that either interpretation
is
equally likely when this text is presented to human subjects (Granger
& Holbrook, 1983).

Natural Language

or not they appeared

pends in large part on the use of a relational
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(1980)

1:

2: Fred asked Wilma to marry him.
Wilma began to cry.
She was saddened by the proposal.

Assuming

to correct

(1983) temporarily

ATLAST’s

Text

whether

ARTHUR

or upset by the prop0sal.l

Now consider this variation
Text

of a text,

Granger’s

final representation.
O’Rorke (1983) designed a story understander called RESUND
that used non-monotonic
de-

1: Fred asked Wilma to marry him.

Interpreting

exceptions.

chain of nodes, representing objects or events, connected
by links, corresponding to relationships between the nodes.
Any nodes in a path which are not explicitly mentioned in
the text are events or objects that are inferred; therefore,
these paths are called inference paths. A set of inference
paths that joins all words in the text into a connected graph
represents one possible interpretation
of the text. In this
respect ATLAST
resembles a number of other models of
text understanding that utilize marker-passing or spreading activation

(e.g.,

Charniak,

1983; Cottrell,

1984; Hirst,

1984; Quillian, 1969; Riesbeck & Martin, 1986; Waltz &
Pollack, 1985). The paths that make up the current inter-

me called active paths.

pretation

interpretations
ATLAST

then is determining

provides

de&

with

which of the possible

the best explanation

this problem

of the text.

by applying

inference

evaluation

metrics. These metrics are used to compare two

competing

inference

one. Two

paths and select the more appropriate

inference

paths compete

same two nodes in the relational
binations

when they connect

the

network via different com-

path is evaluated against a com-

peting path in the current interpretation,
superpaths

For any given text, however, there may be a great number of possible interpretations,
many of which are nonsensical. The problem

process. If a (re)discovered

against

of the (re)discovered

path

the current interpretation.

attempts

to limit re-evaluation

any subpaths or
are also evaluated

In this way, ATLAST

to those paths that are cur-

rently relevant .2 Without the ability to force re-evaluation
of paths rejected early in processing but not rediscovered
later,

ATLAST’s

final interpretation

probably

correct. Indirectly

initiating

rejected

paths is essential to ATLAST’s

inference

covery

capability

the re-evaluation

and is dependent

will be in-

of previously
error re-

upon inference

reten-

tion.

of links and nodes. The path that fits better with

the current interpretation

is activated

(i.e., it becomes part

of the interpretation).

The other path is de-activated

not discarded.

that path is retained in order to fa-

Instead,

cilitate error recovery
inference

as described below. The choice of one

path over another

discovers

that the two paths compete;
inference

mechanism

finds more paths,
consisting

evaluation

process.

ATLAST

of those

When

does not

the marker-passing

an in-

processing

text will illustrate

for error recovery.

a simple but poten-

the program’s

This section describes

capacity

the operation

as it arrives at an interpretation

of

for a simplified

version of Text 2:
Text

3: Fred

proposed.

the

Wilma

cried.

and evalua-

Wilma

was sad.

survive

active paths make up the
Although

of the text.

to the assumption

of a specific

representa-

tion scheme, ATLAST
relies on two key processing features
for error recovery: the ability to remember inference paths
that it originally

of ATLAST

search

constructs

paths which

tion processes end, the surviving
final interpretation
In addition

ATLAST

decisions. As the marker-passing

An example

tially misleading
ATLAST

is made as soon as ATLAST

postpone

terpretation

but

decided should not be part of its interpre-

tation of the input text, and a mechanism for recognizing
when these rejected paths should be reconsidered. With-

this is a simplified

(because ATLAST’s
evant inference

syntactic

version

of the original

abilities are limited),

text

the rel-

decisions should be the same for both texts.

In the following example, many of the steps are left out for
the sake of brevity. The corresponding memory structure
is shown in Figure 1.
As ATLAST

reads the first sentence from left to right, it

out a mechanism for knowing when and how to re-evaluate
the retained paths, the retention feature alone provides no

finds a path from ProPosed

to Fred. At this point, there is

no candidate

for the text, thus no competing

benefit.

inference

There
tained

are two ways in which the re-evaluation
path

rediscovery

can be initiated.
of the retained

The

different

times during the processing
path

may be discovered

rediscovered)

more

than

once.

not currently

part of ATLAST’s

(or

metrics, but retained),

against the competing

retention

more

appropriately,
path

by the

that path is re-evaluated

process initiates reconsideration

of

upon

because these paths would be reconsidered

even

if they had not been retained.
Some retained
terpretation

paths, though,

will not be rediscovered,

made lFrom later text may change the in-

in such a way that these paths now should be

included. ATLAST
uses a method of “piggy-backing”
the
re-evaluation of these paths onto the evaluation of paths
which are directly

discovered

or rediscovered

the first member

of

from

PRQPOSE-MARRINE

PROPOSE-MURIAGE
GENERIC-HUMAN
activating

has the

to

FRED:

role-filler

I has the instance

FRED

path0

of the text

earlier, rejected

paths, but it is not dependent

but the inferences

path0

GENERICis

path which is part of the interpre-

tation. This rediscovery
some of the retained

of text, the same in-

interpretation

(i.e., the path has been discovered
evaluation

places at

If a rediscovered

paths, so this path becomes

the set of active paths:

direct

path by the search process. Be-

cause the passing of markers begins in different
ference

of a re-

first is through

interpretation

by the search

While

processing

the second sentence

of the text,

AT-

LAST finds a path denoting a causal relationship between
proposed
and cried.
This path represents the inference
that the crying results from a state of happiness
turn results from

the proposal

of marriage.

which in

This path is

added to the set of active paths:
2Cons6r&ing reconsiderationto just those paths that completely
contain or are compleltely contained by the (re)discovered path has
proven to be too restrictive for another sample text. In that case, one
retained path which should have been part of the final representation
was neither directly nor indirectly chosen for m-evaluation. Relaxing
6he constraints allowed ATEAST to recover while still avoiding the
re-evaluation of every retained path.
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Figure 1: The organization
of nodes in the memory
path4 from CRY-TEARS to PROPOSE-MARRIAGE:
CRY-TEARS is a result of HAPPY-STATE
HAPPY-STATE is a result of HAPPY-EVENT
HAPPY-EVENT has the instance PROPOSE-MARRIAGE
activating path4

induced

structure
for Text 3.

by the marriage

tice the contradiction
peting

proposal.

ATLAST

paths. This is the best interpretation

paths discovered

does not no-

because the two paths are not com-

so far. ATLAST

path from Wilma to cried.

based on the

then finds a competing

This new path, path 11, shares

more nodes with other active paths than does its competing path,
Next,

ATLAST

discovers a path that provides

an alternate

path 9; this is one of the criteria

interpretation

to that offered by the previous path. During

path 11 explains

this example,

ATLAST

to give preference

active

to older paths over newer paths when no other evaluation

paths:

was instructed

metric was able to make a decision3

employed

to

decide which path explains more of the input. In this case,
paths

more input so it is added

and path

9 is moved

to the set of

to the set of retained

Thus, the newer path

is not added to the set of active paths:

path11 from CRY-TEARS to WILMA:
CRY-TEARS is a result of HAPPY-STATE
HAPPY-STATE is an instance of HUMAN-MENT-STATE
HUMAN-MENT-STATE is an attribute of
GENERIC-HUMAN

path5 from CRY-TEARS to PROPOSE-MARRIAGE:
CRY-TEARS is a result of SAD-STATE
SAD-STATE is a result of SAD-EVENT
SAD-EVENT has the instance PROPOSE-MARRIAGE
path4 older than path5
de-act

ivat ing

GENERIC-HUMAN has

path5

activating
ATLAST
now finds a path that connects
and adds it to the set of active paths:

cried

imstance

WILMA

pathif

to Wilma
As the final sentence
a path

connecting

is processed,

proposed

ATLAST

to sad. This

to the set of active paths. In addition,

path9 from CRY-TEARS to WILMA:
CRY-TEARS is a result of SAD-STATE
SAD-STATE is an instance of HUMAN-MENT-STATE
HUMAN-MENT-STATE is an attribute of
GENERIC-HUMAN
GENERIC-HUMAN has the instance WILMA
act ivat ing

the

path11 has more shared nodes than path9
de-activating path9

four superpaths

this new path has

among the set of retained paths, and these

paths are re-evaluated.
now preferred

discovers

path is added

0ne of these superpaths,

over the active

path

4 because

path 5, is
it is rein-

forced by path 15 ( i.e., it contains the active path 15 as a
subpath). Path 4 is moved from the set of active paths to

path9

the retained

paths, and path 5 is moved from the retained

paths to the active paths:
The

interpretation

now

contains

three

paths:

path

0,

path 4, and path 9. There is a semantic contradiction
among the active paths at this time in that path 9 is an inference that Wilma

cried because she was sad while path 4

says that the tears were shed due to a state of happiness

path15

from

noted in an earlier footnote. The theory that was proposed to explain
the differences suggests that some subjects prefer older inferences when
faced with a choice between competing inferences, while other subjects
prefer newer inferences. The people who prefer older inferences are
called “perseverers” while those who prefer newer inferences are called
%ecencies.n ATLAST is capable of modeling either hind of behavior
by changing one of its evaluation metrics; it recovers from erroneous
inferences in either mode.
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to

PROPOSE-MARRIAGE:

is a result of SAD-EVENT

SAD-EVENT

has

also

the

instance

PROPOSE-MARRIAGE

reconsidering: (path13 path10 path5 path21

activating
3This tendencyto preferolder inferencesover newerones results
from the work on differences in human inference decision behavior

SAD-STATE

SAD-STATE

path15

path11 shorter than path13
de-activating path13
path4 shorter than path10
de-activating path10
path5
has more shared nodes than path4
de-activating path4
activating

path5

path0 shorter than path2
de-activating path2

The previous step demonstrates
retention.

Path

the need for inference path

5 has been found

directly

several

prior to this point. Each time, the evaluation
determined

that path 4 fits better

with the context.

that path 15 ispart of that context,
to be more appropriate

considered

earlier, it could not have been

at this time, nor would it ever have been rebecause the search process will not find path 5

again. If path 5 had not been retained,
correctly
In fact,

this is what

happens

cried

with the example,

Text

ATLAST

including

its old competitor,
more

nodes

Path

9 is returned

with

a retained

of inference

retention

3.

finds a new path
of several retained

path 9, which is now preferred

path
other

over

11, because path 9 now shares
active

paths

than

does path

11.

to the set of active paths and path 11
path, again illustrating

The

principle

of retaining

the usefulness

retention:

(Granger, Holbrook,

activating

path18

paths is in-

& Eiselt,

1984).

According

to this

meaning most appropriate to the preceding context is chosen, and the other meanings are temporarily retained. In
the case where the ambiguous word appears within a short
text, the meanings are retained until the end (of the text.
Should later text contradict the initially chosen meaning,
meanings

light of the updated
without

repeating

of conditional

for that word

context,

word

reprocessing

meaning

during

in

process. The theory

thus offers
an explanationof how

readers can recover from an incorrect
ing without

are reconsidered

and a new meaning is selected

the lexical retrieval

retention

choice of word mean-

the text. Because the choice of a

will affect

the inferences

the understanding

of a text,

which are made

the theory

of condi-

tionalretention
has implications
for making inference
decisions at levels other than the lexical level. Following
ATLAST

nism described
incorrect

uses the inference

retention

this

mecha-

in Sections I1[ and HI to recover from both

as well as erroneous pragmatic

lexical inferences

inferences.
However,

accepted,

ATLAST’s

gument

against

experimental

retention

and the criticisms

should be taken into

uating

is by no

of conditional

consideration

when eval-

utility
as a cognitivemodel.
conditional

evidence

ately after a meaning
lected,

of conditional

the theory

means widely
retention

path15 shorter than path16
de-activating path16
path11 shorter than path13
de-activating path13
path9 has more shared nodes than path11
de-activating pathfl
activating
path9

inference

theory, lexical disambiguation
is an automatic process in
which all meanings of an ambiguous word are retrieved, the

assumption,

path16 from SAD-STATE to CRY-TEARS:
SAD-STATE has the result CRY-TEARS
also reconsidering:
(path16 path13 path9 path14
path7 path6 path31

rejected

spired by experimental
work which has led to a theory of lexical disambiguation
called conditional retention

the retained

to sad and adds it to the active paths. This

new path also forces the reconsideration
superpaths,

of the story.

when ATLAST’s

is disabled while processing

Continuing

becomes

path 4 would in-

end up in the final representation

capability

from

Now

path 5 is determined

than path 4. Had path 5 not been

retained after being rejected
reconsidered

times

metrics have

the alternate

retention

is a large

One

ar-

body

of

which shows that, almost immediof an ambiguous
meanings

word has been se-

seem as if they had never

been recalled (e.g., Seidenberg, Tanenhaus, Leiman, & Biby some as
enkowski, 1982).This h as been interpreted
proof that retention does not QCCUI.On the other hand,
these experimentswerenot specific&ydesignedtolookfor
evidence of retention. Also, as shown by Holbrook, Eiselt,

then discovers the last new path to be added to

ATLAST

the set of active paths. This path connectsWilma and sad.

Granger,

and Matthei

(1987),the results
of some exper-

iments (e.g., Hudson & Tanenhaus, 1984) can be interpreted in such a way as to support the theory of conditional
retention, though not conclusively. The one experiment to
date that was designed to look for retention (&anger
et al.,

path20 from SAD-STATE to WILMA:
SAD-STATE is an instance of HUMAN-MENT-STATE
HUMAN-MENT-STATE is an attribute of
GENERIC-HUMAN
GENERIC-HUMAN has the instance WILMA
activating path20

1984) also yielded
A frequent
tention

theory

inconclusive

and deserved

results.

criticism

mechanism will uncover nine more new

paths to be considered

and rediscover
many others;these

paths will in turn force the re-evaluation
retained

subpaths and superpaths

18,and 20.

of

of those paths. However,

none of these paths will be incorporated
terpretation

of a number

re-

answer to the

question of how long alternate choices are retained; it says
only that the choices are retained until the end of the text
if the text is short. The experiment

The marker-passing

of the conditional

is that it offers no concrete

into the final in-

of the text, which consists of paths 0, 5,9, 15,

described

by Changer

et al. (1984) did not address this issue, but new work with
ATLAST
may suggest some answers. ATLAST
has been
modified so that a path is given a time stamp indicatmg
the time at which it was added to the set of retained paths.
In addition, a limit has been placed on the amount of time
that a path can be retained without being reconsidered.
With

these modifications,

the minimum

duration

of reten-

Eiselt
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tion that
correct

is sufficient

to allow ATLAST

interpretation

empirically.

of a given

text

This in turn will enable

to arrive

at the

can be determined
us to investigate,

for

example, the possibility of a correlation between the duration of retention and structural
cues such as clause boundaries. If interesting
predictions
do arise from this work, it
may be possible to test these predictions in the laboratory
with human
Another

subjects.
problem

that it assumes

with the conditional
readers

retention

theory is

recover Gem errors without

Rowever, as Carpenter
and Daneman
through studies of eye fixations of hu-

man subjects while reading, there are texts that cause a
reader to backtrack
when a semantic inconsistency
is discovered

in an ambiguous

propose

that a human

text.

reader’s

Carpenter

and

error recovery

Daneman

heuristics

clude checking previous words that caused processing
culty and that this heuristic might utilize a memory
of previous

word-sense

only interpretation

decisions,

though

they offer. Thus,

text,

in regard

the latter

this is not

of the principle
ity to recover
misleading

of retention

in explaining

from incorrect

The principle

of retaining

ple but effective
inferences

inferences

appropriate

rejected

of a relational

mechanism

during

a way to locate

From

recognizes

text

tive, however,
ence retention.
the plausibility

inference

paths

within
a sim-

from erroneous

but only if there is

the retained

paths

at the

perspective,

the principle

systems

of inference

into new or existing

text

in order to enable them to correct

From

a cognitive

modeling

perspec-

the jury is still out on the issue of inferWhile a model like ATLAST
demonstrates
of the theory, only psycholinguistic
experiwill be able

137-160.

biguous

words.
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